Aggregate. Integrate. Package. Deliver.

Alacra adds 18 new databases to our Premium Partners
Alacra is excited to announce the release of the following 18 new premium databases now available
via Alacra Premium and all Alacra Professional products.
Argus Vickers Analysis Reports - Ownership reports for more than 2,000 UK public companies.
BOABC - Highly specialized Chinese agricultural industry research
Concorde Capital - Ukraine based provider of news & research reports covering all sectors of the
economy in the CIS financial markets.
Business Insights - Business intelligence and market research focusing on the consumer, energy,
financial services, technology, telecoms, eCommerce and human resources industries.
Butler Group - Information technology market research.
Life Science Analytics - Comprehensive pipeline and financial information on more than 8,000
biomedical companies worldwide.
Essential Investments - Investment and market research on Uzbekistan companies and sectors.
FactSet Events & Transcripts - comprehensive database of more than 5,500 transcripts of publicly
held conference calls.
GlobalData - In-depth market research, analysis, data and forecasts.
Infiniti Research - Market research on IT, medical and other industries worldwide.
ISI Analytic Reports - Original research and data on emerging markets.
Morningstar Equity Reports - Company reports, tear sheets, discounted cash flow models, pre
and post IPO Research.
Ovum - Market research covering the convergence of telecoms, IT services and software.
Plunkett - Market research data that analyzes industry trends, provides competitive intelligence
and determines the scope and qualities of market leaders.
TendersInfo - Database of international tenders, bids, RFP's, contracts and upcoming projects from
the public procurement domain.
Textiles Intelligence - Market research on global fibre, textile and apparel industries
Verdict Research - European retail industry market research.
Wright Industry Averages - Indepth industry analysis reports compiled from Wright's coverage of
the world's leading 31,000 companies.
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